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Practical method for targeted disruption of cilia-
related genes by using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated, 
homology-independent knock-in system

ABSTRACT The CRISPR/Cas9 system has revolutionized genome editing in virtually all organ-
isms. Although the CRISPR/Cas9 system enables the targeted cleavage of genomic DNA, its 
use for gene knock-in remains challenging because levels of homologous recombination 
activity vary among various cells. In contrast, the efficiency of homology-independent DNA 
repair is relatively high in most cell types. Therefore the use of a homology-independent re-
pair mechanism is a possible alternative for efficient genome editing. Here we constructed a 
donor knock-in vector optimized for the CRISPR/Cas9 system and developed a practical sys-
tem that enables efficient disruption of target genes by exploiting homology-independent 
repair. Using this practical knock-in system, we successfully disrupted genes encoding pro-
teins involved in ciliary protein trafficking, including IFT88 and IFT20, in hTERT-RPE1 cells, 
which have low homologous recombination activity. The most critical concern using the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system is off-target cleavage. To reduce the off-target cleavage frequency and 
increase the versatility of our knock-in system, we constructed a universal donor vector and an 
expression vector containing Cas9 with enhanced specificity and tandem sgRNA expression 
cassettes. We demonstrated that the second version of our system has improved usability.

INTRODUCTION
The development of clustered regularly interspaced short palin-
dromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated 9 (Cas9) technology 
has revolutionized genome editing in virtually all organisms (Doudna 

and Charpentier, 2014; Hsu et al., 2014). The programmable RNA-
guided endonuclease Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) 
induces DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) at target sites in the ge-
nome. These DSBs then trigger DNA repair mechanisms, which can 
be classified into two categories: homology-dependent and homol-
ogy-independent repair (Jasin and Haber, 2016; Mladenov et al., 
2016). Homology-dependent DNA repair occurs mainly through 
homologous recombination (HR), whereas homology-independent 
DNA repair (HIDR) occurs through nonhomologous end joining 
(NHEJ). These DNA repair systems have both advantages and dis-
advantages. Although HR can achieve precise repair, the repair rate 
is relatively low because it occurs in limited periods during the cell 
cycle, namely, the late S to G2 phases (which is approximately one-
third of the period of the overall cell cycle). On the other hand, the 
rate of HIDR is high, although it is error-prone. One of the reasons 
for this high rate is that NHEJ can be performed during all phases of 
the cell cycle. Therefore DNA repair strategies should be selected in 
accordance with the actual purpose of genome editing.

hTERT-RPE1 (hereafter referred to as RPE1) is a cell line that was 
derived from human normal retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells, 
which were immortalized by the exogenous expression of human 
telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT; Bodnar et al., 1998; 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design of a donor vector for the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated 
knock-in system
The hTERT-RPE1 cell line was originally established by immortalizing 
the RPE-340 cell line by transfection of the pGRN145 plasmid (ATCC 
MBA-141), which contains not only the hTERT gene but also the 
hygromycin B– and puromycin-resistance genes, followed by selec-
tion in the presence of hygromycin B. Therefore a conventional 
CRISPR/Cas9 protocol (Ran et al., 2013) involving transient puromy-
cin selection is not applicable to RPE1 cells. Indeed, our attempts to 
establish IFT88 KO RPE1 cells by the conventional method using a 
high concentration of puromycin (15 µg/ml) for clonal selection were 
unsuccessful; as shown in Supplemental Figure S1B, lane 7, we 
could not detect any mobility-shifted bands indicative of indel mu-
tations by heteroduplex mobility-shift assay of genomic DNA iso-
lated from a mixture of surviving RPE1 cells.

Therefore we first designed a donor vector for the CRISPR/Cas9-
mediated knock-in system practically applicable to RPE1 cells. Be-
cause it was reported that the establishment of biallelic KO lines 
from RPE1 cells was difficult due to their low HR activity (Miyamoto 
et al., 2015), we sought to use an HIDR mechanism. The donor plas-
mid was created by modifying the pTagBFP-C1 vector because it 
contains two marker genes, one encoding blue fluorescent protein 
(tBFP) and the other encoding neomycin phosphotransferase (Neo; 
Figure 1A). We added cleavage sites for the restriction enzyme 
BbsI/BpiI upstream of the cytomegalovirus promoter to enable in-
sertion of the target DNA sequence (pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo; Sup-
plemental Figure S3A). The inserted target sequence before the 
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) becomes a cleavage site for RNA-
guided Cas9. Furthermore, a triplicated nuclear localization signal 
(NLS) was fused to tBFP to enable easy identification of knock-in 
cells with nuclear tBFP under a conventional fluorescence micro-
scope (Figure 1B) without requirement for specialized equipment 
(i.e., fluorescence-activated cell sorter).

Jiang et al., 1999). Distinctive features of RPE1 cells are their high 
potential for ciliogenesis and normal karyotype. Because RPE1 
cells efficiently form primary cilia under serum-starved conditions, 
these cells have been widely used for studies of ciliogenesis and 
ciliary function. Many culture cell lines, such as HeLa and HEK293T, 
are abnormal with respect to the number of chromosomes; recent 
sequencing of the HeLa genome demonstrated a high level of an-
euploidy (Landry et al., 2013), and this can cause difficulties in ge-
nome editing because the copy number of the target genes is not 
always two. Therefore immortalized normal diploid cell lines, such 
as RPE1, are highly useful for genome editing.

HR activity varies among different cell lines, and, in general, it is 
lower in normal cell lines than in cancer cell lines. Because RPE1 
cells retain characteristics of normal primary cells, HR activity is be-
lieved to be low in these cells. In fact, Miyamoto et al. (2015) re-
ported that the establishment of biallelic KIF2A knockout (KO) lines 
from RPE1 cells was difficult, although not impossible; sequential 
gene targeting with two distinct targeting vectors containing the 
neomycin- and puromycin-resistance genes was required to estab-
lish the biallelic KO cell lines. Therefore the development of alter-
native genome editing methods for normal cell lines that do not 
require HR is highly anticipated. Examples of successful genome 
editing using the HIDR pathway have been reported for mammalian 
cells (Cristea et al., 2013; Maresca et al., 2013; Lackner et al., 2015; 
Geisinger et al., 2016), zebrafish (Auer and Del Bene, 2014; Auer 
et al., 2014; Kimura et al., 2014), and nematode (Katic et al., 2015). 
These studies reported efficient knock-in of a donor vector into the 
target genome DNA by concurrent cleavage of a donor plasmid 
and genomic DNA, followed by HIDR.

To enable the efficient KO of target genes in RPE1 cells, we de-
veloped a practical method that enables the efficient knock-in of a 
DNA cassette into target genes by a HIDR mechanism. We propose 
that our strategy is a promising alternative method for the establish-
ment of KO cell lines.

FIGURE 1: Schematic overview of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in system. (A) RPE1 cells are transfected with an 
all-in-one vector, which contains spCas9 and an sgRNA expression cassette, together with a donor vector (pDonor-tBFP-
NLS-Neo), which contains tBFP-3×NLS and Neo as selection markers. The RNA-guided Cas9 concurrently cleaves target 
sequences in the genome and donor vector. The DSBs trigger HIDR, in which the linearized donor vector can be 
integrated into the target locus in a forward or reverse direction. One of three types of donor integration can occur: 
(a) no integration of the donor vector, but with small indels; (b) forward integration of the donor vector; or (c) reverse 
integration of the donor vector. (B) Merged image of differential interference contrast and fluorescence microscopy. 
Signals of nuclear tBFP suggest successful knock-in of the donor vector. Scale bar, 20 μm.
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lanes 5–7); the presence of PCR bands amplified with primer pair 
b (primers 1 and 3) and pair c (primers 2 and 3) indicate forward 
and reverse integration of the donor vector into the target locus 
(lanes 6 and 7, respectively). The presence of a band amplified 
with primer pair a (primers 1 and 2) indicates the absence of inte-
gration of the donor vector (lane 5; also see the band in lane 2, 
amplified from genomic DNA of wild-type [WT] RPE1 cells); how-
ever, there is the possibility that indels occur in the target locus by 
error-prone NHEJ. To confirm potential frameshift mutations by 
indels, Sanger sequencing of the PCR products is required after 
clonal selection.

An all-in-one vector for the expression of single-guide RNA 
(sgRNA) and Cas9, such as pX330 or its derivative, and the donor 
vector are cotransfected into the cells. RNA-guided Cas9 induces 
the concurrent cleavage of target sites in the donor plasmid and 
the genome, and the linearized donor plasmid is ligated into the 
genome by an HIDR mechanism (Figure 1A). As shown in Supple-
mental Figure S1B, lane 8, we could detect mobility-shifted bands 
by heteroduplex assay of genomic DNA from a mixture of surviv-
ing RPE1 cells after selection for several days in the presence of 
G418. Furthermore, PCR of the genomic DNA using three sets of 
primers confirmed integration of the donor vector (Figure 2A, 

FIGURE 2: Establishment of IFT88-KO cell lines. (A) Integration of the donor vector was confirmed by genomic PCR 
using three sets of primers. The predicted sizes of the PCR products resulting from primer pairs a–c are ∼550, ∼1000, 
and ∼900 base pairs, respectively. Asterisks indicate PCR products containing an unexpectedly large insertion. (B) Indels 
and integration of the donor vector in IFT88-KO cell lines were confirmed by direct sequencing of the PCR products. 
Red arrows indicate a frameshift mutation by a 1–base pair insertion. Blue arrows indicate the integrated donor vector. 
The double peaks in the chromatogram of #1-8b were separated computationally. (C) Depletion of the IFT88 protein in 
IFT88-KO cell lines was confirmed by immunoblotting. (D) Ciliogenesis defect in IFT88-KO cell lines. Three IFT88-KO cell 
lines and WT RPE1 cells were serum starved for 24 h to induce ciliogenesis and triple immunostained for ARL13B (D–G), 
Ac-tubulin (D’–G’), and γ-tubulin (D”–G”). Merged images are shown in D”’–G”’. Arrows indicate primary cilia. Scale bar, 
10 μm.
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the donor vector (clone #1-7; lanes 8–10), monoallelic reverse inte-
gration of the donor vector (clone #1-3; lanes 11–13), and biallelic 
forward integration of the donor vector (clone #1-8; lanes 14–16). 
The predicted sizes of the PCR products using primer pairs a–c are 
∼550, 1000, and 900 base pairs, respectively. Note that a band of 
∼1600 base pairs indicated by asterisks was amplified using primer 
pair c in the nonisolated clone mixture (lane 7) and clone #1-3 (lane 
13); direct sequencing of the ∼1600–base pair PCR product revealed 
an unexpectedly large insertion of the donor vector. Sequencing of 
the PCR products demonstrated a 1–base pair insertion in one allele 
of clones #1-7 and 1-3 and a forward and reverse integration, re-
spectively, of the donor vector in the other allele (Figure 2B). The 
double peaks found in the sequencing profile of #1-8b were sepa-
rated using CRISP-ID (Dehairs et al., 2016), which is a web-based 
application for identifying indels.

We next confirmed depletion of the IFT88 protein in the estab-
lished KO cell lines. Immunoblotting analysis of cell lysates using 
antibodies against IFT88 and α-tubulin demonstrated specific de-
pletion of the IFT88 protein in the three KO cell lines (Figure 2C, 
lanes 2–4).

We then examined the phenotype of the IFT88-KO cell lines. 
Three IFT88-KO cell lines, as well as WT RPE1 cells, were cultured 
for 24 h under serum-starved conditions to induce ciliogenesis, fol-
lowed by triple immunostaining for ARL13B (Figure 2, D–G) and 
acetylated α-tubulin (Ac-tubulin; Figure 2, D’–G’), which are markers 
for primary cilia, and γ-tubulin (Figure 2, D”–G”), a marker protein 
for the basal body. Approximately 80% of WT cells formed primary 
cilia under serum-starved conditions. In striking contrast, none of 
the IFT88-KO cell lines formed primary cilia (Figure 2, E–G; also see 
Figure 3F). The phenotype of IFT88-KO RPE1 cells is consistent with 
that previously reported of cells derived from IFT88-deficient mice 
(Pazour et al., 2000; Taulman et al., 2001; Huangfu et al., 2003). 
Taking these results together, we concluded that we successfully es-
tablished IFT88-KO cell lines by our newly established CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated knock-in system.

Candidate knock-in cells were then selected on the basis of the 
presence of nuclear tBFP signals (Figure 1B). Because the distinct 
blue fluorescence in the nucleus does not affect the subsequent 
procedures, such as immunofluorescence microscopy for organellar 
proteins, nuclear tBFP is an ideal marker for the selection of knock-in 
cells.

Establishment of IFT88-KO cell lines
To examine the efficiency of our system, we sought to establish IFT88 
KO cell lines using RPE1 cells. IFT88 is a subunit of the IFT-B com-
plex, which is composed of 16 subunits (Katoh et al., 2016; Taschner 
et al., 2016). Because the IFT-B complex plays a crucial role in antero-
grade trafficking of ciliary proteins, including tubulins, disruption of 
the IFT88 gene results in a severe ciliogenesis defect (Pazour et al., 
2000; Taulman et al., 2001; Huangfu et al., 2003). We used the 
CRISPR design (Ran et al., 2013) and CRISPRscan (Moreno-Mateos 
et al., 2015) sgRNA design programs to select efficient sgRNA for the 
IFT88 gene and for the following experiments (see Materials and 
Methods and Supplemental Table S1). Double-stranded oligonucle-
otides for the targeting of IFT88 were inserted into both the all-in-
one vector pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) (Ran et al., 2013) and the 
donor vector pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo. RPE1 cells were cotransfected 
with these vectors, selected in medium containing G418 (600 µg/ml) 
for ∼14 d, and further cultured for ∼14 d for colony formation. Iso-
lated colonies with nuclear tBFP, as well as a mixture of nonisolated 
cells, were used for the following experiments.

To identify RPE1 clones with a disrupted IFT88 gene, we sub-
jected 15 isolated clones to genotyping. As shown in Figure 2A, 
PCR analysis of genomic DNA from a mixture of nonisolated cells 
using three sets of primers (Figure 1A) suggested integration of the 
donor vector in both forward (lane 6) and reverse (lane 7) directions. 
After the initial test, we obtained four independent IFT88 KO clones 
(summarized in Table 1). Among them, we selected three clones 
(#1-3, 1-7, and 1-8) for further analyses because these clones had 
distinct genetic modifications: monoallelic forward integration of 

Gene gRNA KI system Genotyping
KO clones 

(mono-KI: bi-KI)
KO clones/ 

genotyping (%)
Independent KO 
(mono-KI: bi-KI)

Independent  
KO/genotyping (%)

IFT88 #1 Version 1 15 6 (5:1) 40.0 4 (3:1) 26.7

IFT20 #1 Version 1 6 1 (1:0) 16.7 1 (1:0) 16.7

IFT20 #2 Version 1 6 3 (3:0) 50.0 3 (3:0) 50.0

IFT56 #1 Version 1 17 5 (5:0) 29.4 3 (3:0) 17.6

IFT56 #2 Version 1 14 3 (3:0) 21.4 2 (2:0) 14.3

IFT139 #2 Version 1 9 8 (7:1) 88.9 3 (2:1) 33.3

IFT144 #2 Version 1 4 3 (3:0) 75.0 3 (3:0) 75.0

ARL13B #1 Version 1 7 5 (5:0) 71.4 5 (5:0) 71.4

ARL13B #2 Version 1 6 4 (4:0) 66.7 4 (4:0) 66.7

IFT88 #1 Version 2 9 5 (4:1) 55.6 3 (2:1) 33.3

IFT22 #2 Version 2 12 10 (10:0) 83.3 3 (3:0) 25.0

IFT27 #2 Version 2 4 2 (2:0) 50.0 1 (1:0) 25.0

RPE1 cells were transfected with an expression vector for Cas9 and sgRNA together with the donor vector. After drug selection, single colonies expressing nuclear 
tBFP were isolated. PCR and Sanger sequencing were performed on genomic DNA of the isolated clones. Genotyping column shows the number of clones checked 
by genomic PCR and Sanger sequencing. KO clones column shows the number of biallelic KO clones confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Numbers enclosed in paren-
theses indicate the numbers of monoallelic and biallelic knock-in clones. In monoallelic knock-in clones, small indels on another allele causing gene disruption were 
confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Independent KO column shows the number of KO clones each having different genotypes.

TABLE 1: Summary of KO cell lines established by our knock-in systems.
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results confirmed that defective ciliogenesis is the true phenotype 
caused by disruption of the IFT88 gene.

Establishment of other KO cell lines
To demonstrate the general application of our method, we then 
sought to establish RPE1 cell lines defective in IFT20, another 
IFT-B subunit. Using two different target sequences, we obtained 
four independent IFT20-KO cell lines from 12 clones subjected to 
genotyping, as summarized in Table 1. Among them, two cell lines 
obtained using different target sequences (#1-3 and 2-6) were se-
lected for the following analyses. As shown in Supplemental 
Figure S2, A and B, clone #1-3 has a 1–base pair insertion in one 
allele and a reverse integration of the donor vector in the other 
allele (lanes 5–7), and clone #2-6 has a 1–base pair insertion in one 
allele and a forward donor vector integration in the other allele 
(8–10). When WT RPE1 and IFT20-KO cells were stained with an 
anti-IFT20 antibody, Golgi-like staining typical of IFT20 (Follit 
et al., 2006) was abolished in the two IFT20-KO cell lines (Supple-
mental Figure S2, C–E). Furthermore, these IFT20-KO cell lines 
demonstrated defective ciliogenesis (Supplemental Figure S2, 
C’–E’), consistent with previous reports on the phenotypes of 
IFT20-knockdown cells and IFT20-conditional KO mice (Follit 
et al., 2006; Jonassen et al., 2008).

Rescue experiments of IFT88-KO cell lines
We next performed rescue experiments to analyze the possibility of 
off-target cleavage events causing unexpected effects. For rescue 
experiments of IFT88-KO cells, we used an episomal expression 
vector system. The pEBMulti-Ble vector harbors a replication origin, 
oriP, and Epstein–Barr virus nuclear antigen 1, as well as a selection 
marker, the bleomycin/Zeocin-resistance gene. These components 
enable episomal replication of the plasmid and its distribution to 
daughter cells.

WT RPE1 cells and two IFT88-KO cell lines were transfected with 
pEBMulti-Ble–enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) or pEB-
Multi-Ble-EGFP-IFT88 (see Materials and Methods) and selected in 
medium containing Zeocin (75 µg/ml) for ∼7 d. The cells were then 
cultured for 24 h under serum-starved conditions to induce ciliogen-
esis. Defective ciliogenesis of clones #1-3 and 1-8 was rescued by 
the exogenous expression of EGFP-IFT88 (Figure 3, C–C”’ and 
E–E”’, respectively) but not by that of EGFP (Figure 3, B–B”’ and 
D–D”’, respectively). Quantification of ciliated cells demonstrated 
that the exogenous EGFP-IFT88 expression in IFT88-KO cells in-
creased the percentage of ciliated cells to levels similar to that of 
WT cells (Figure 3F). As shown in Figure 3G, immunoblotting analy-
sis demonstrated that the amount of exogenously expressed EGFP-
IFT88 protein was comparable to that of endogenous IFT88. These 

FIGURE 3: Rescue experiments of IFT88-KO cell lines. WT RPE1 cells (A) and IFT88-KO cell lines #1-3 (B, C) and #1-8 
(D, E) were transfected with pEBMulti-Ble-EGFP (A, B, D) or pEBMulti-Ble-EGFP-IFT88 (C, E). The transfected cells were 
cultured under serum-starved conditions and immunostained for Arl13b (A’–E’), Ac-tubulin, and γ-tubulin (A”–E”). 
Merged images are shown in A”’–E”’. Arrows indicate primary cilia. Scale bar, 10 μm. WT cells and IFT88-KO cells 
exogenously expressing EGFP-IFT88 were ciliated, whereas IFT88-KO cells expressing EGFP were not. (F) Ciliated cells 
in the experiments shown in A–E were counted, and percentages of ciliated cells are represented as bar graphs. Values 
are means ± SE (error bars) of three independent experiments. In each experiment, 40–80 cells with EGFP signals were 
examined. (G) Confirmation of exogenously expressed EGFP-IFT88 in IFT88-KO cell lines by immunoblotting. Lysates 
from WT RPE1 cells and from IFT88-KO clones #1-3 and 1-8 expressing EGFP-IFT88 were immunoblotted with 
antibodies against IFT88 and GFP. Tubulin was analyzed as a loading control.
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(Figure 4D), although one clone had a 3–base pair deletion without 
a frameshift, and three clones had the same 1–base pair insertion. 
As summarized in Table 1, by using the first and second versions of 
the knock-in system, we succeeded in establishing independent 
IFT88 KO clones in 4 of 15 isolated clones (26.7%) and 3 of 9 iso-
lated clones (33.3%), respectively. In addition, using our improved 
system, we succeeded in establishing RPE1 cells defective in IFT22 
and IFT27 (summarized in Table 1), both of which are subunits of the 
IFT-B complex; the characterization of these KO cells will be de-
scribed elsewhere in detail. Thus, despite the second version of the 
knock-in system being more practical and versatile than the first sys-
tem, the knockout efficiency was comparable between the two 
methods.

Finally, we performed Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA 
from the IFT88-KO cells established by the first and second knock-in 
systems to examine whether the donor vector was integrated into 
off-target sites (Figure 4, E and F). When the genomic DNA is di-
gested with BglII and probed with a Neo fragment, the forward and 
reverse integration of the donor vector into the IFT88 locus is ex-
pected to yield bands of ∼5.5 and ∼4.2 kbp, respectively (Figure 4E). 
For clones #1-3 and 1-7 established by the first knock-in system, 
only an ∼4.2- or ∼5.5-kbp band was detected (Figure 4F, lanes 2 and 
3), indicating integration of the donor vector into the expected site. 
In contrast, another band in addition to the ∼5.5-kbp band was de-
tected for clone #1-8 (lane 4; band indicated by an asterisk), sug-
gesting integration of the donor vector into an unexpected site in 
addition to the expected site. It is noteworthy, however, that the cili-
ary assembly in clone #1-8 cells was restored by exogenous IFT88 
expression (Figure 3, D–D”’, E–E”’, and F), excluding the possibility 
that the donor vector integration into an off-target site gave rise to 
the ciliogenesis defect.

On the other hand, only a band(s) of expected size(s) were de-
tected for clones #2-2, 2-8, and 2-11 established by the second sys-
tem (Figure 4F, lanes 5–7), indicating integration of the donor vector 
into the expected site(s) in the IFT88 locus. However, even with the 
use of an improved Cas9, off-target cleavage is not completely 
abolished. Rescue experiments will hence be essential to confirm 
the correlation between the genotype and phenotype in KO cell 
lines.

Recently the effectiveness of homology-independent genome-
editing strategy was reported. He et al. (2016) reported that knock-
in of a donor plasmid through HIDR occurs at a higher efficiency 
than through homology-dependent repair in several human cell 
lines. Lackner et al. (2015) reported that precise gene tagging by a 
HIDR mechanism is possible in mammalian culture cells. More re-
cently, Suzuki et al. (2016) reported that homology-independent 
targeted integration enables precise genome editing in vitro and in 
vivo. Therefore our results and recent reports show that the strategy 
of using the HIDR mechanism is a promising approach for efficient 
genomic editing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids
A customizable donor vector containing BbsI/BpiI cleavage sites for 
oligonucleotide insertion was constructed from pTagBFP-C1 (Evro-
gen) by insertion of the BbsI/BpiI cleavage site sequences. The re-
sulting donor vector, named pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo (Supplemental 
Figure S2A), has been deposited in Addgene (ID 80766). A universal 
donor vector with an artificially designed sequence, PITCh-gRNA 
#3 (5′-GCATCGTACGCGTACGTGTT-3′), was constructed from 
pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo by inserting the corresponding sequence. 
The resulting universal donor vector, named pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo 

In addition, using our system, we succeeded in establishing 
RPE1 cells defective in IFT56 (an IFT-B subunit), IFT139 (an IFT-A 
subunit), IFT144 (an IFT-A subunit), and ARL13B (a ciliary small 
GTPase; summarized in Table 1), all of which are involved in ciliary 
protein trafficking and/or ciliary assembly (Madhivanan and Aguilar, 
2014; Mourão et al., 2016; Taschner and Lorentzen, 2016). It is note-
worthy that all of the defects in ciliogenesis and/or ciliary protein 
trafficking observed in these KO cells can be restored by exogenous 
expression of corresponding proteins; the characterization of these 
KO cells has been reported in other studies (Funabashi et al., 2017; 
Hirano et al., 2017; Nozaki et al., 2017). Of course, our strategy is 
also applicable to more widely used cell lines. Indeed, we recently 
reported that HeLa cells defective in ATP9A, a phospholipid flip-
pase, were successfully established using our knock-in system 
(Tanaka et al., 2016). These examples demonstrate the utility of our 
system.

Improved CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in system
One of the most critical concerns with genome editing using the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system is off-target cleavage. The original SpCas9 can 
cleave off-target sites that are not exactly complementary to the 
guide RNA. To overcome this problem, improved SpCas9s, called 
eSpCas9(1.1) and SpCas9-HF1, have recently been developed by 
the groups of Zhang and Joung, respectively (Kleinstiver et al., 
2016; Slaymaker et al., 2016). The two groups showed that these 
improved Cas9s dramatically decreased levels of off-target cleav-
age activity while retaining high levels of on-target cleavage activity 
in mammalian cells. We therefore exploited one of these Cas9 vec-
tors for the improvement of our knock-in system, namely, to reduce 
the frequency of off-target cleavage events and increase the versa-
tility of the donor vector.

The second version of our knock-in system is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 4A. We selected the eSpCas9(1.1) plasmid as the 
starting material because its framework is the same as those of 
pX330 and its derivatives. To enable multisite cleavage, we added a 
second sgRNA expression cassette after the first sgRNA cassette in 
the plasmid. The second sgRNA (sgRNA2) was designed to enable 
cleavage of the donor vector at target sequence 2. Note that target 
sequences 1 and 2 are not necessarily identical, as we exploit ho-
mology-independent mechanism to knock-in the donor vector. As 
the second sgRNA and target sequence 2, we selected the PITCh-
gRNA#3 sequence (see Materials and Methods and Supplemental 
Figure S2B), which was designed and confirmed experimentally by 
Sakuma et al. (2015) to reduce off-target cleavage events in mam-
malian cells. The plasmid containing the PITCh-gRNA#3 targeting 
sequence, pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo (Universal), can be used as a uni-
versal donor vector by combining its use with the peSpCas9(1.1)-
2×sgRNA vector. Therefore, to disrupt the target gene in the im-
proved system (Figure 4A), all one has to do is to construct the 
all-in-one vector, peSpCas9(1.1)-2×sgRNA, containing the sgRNA 
sequence for the corresponding target sequence.

We applied the second version of the knock-in system to knock 
out the IFT88 gene and compared the efficacy of the first and sec-
ond knock-in systems. As shown in Figure 4B, genomic PCR analysis 
of nonisolated cell mixtures using three sets of primers (Figure 1A) 
demonstrated that both systems succeeded in gene knock-in. Ge-
nomic PCR analysis of nine clones established by the second system 
demonstrated that one clone (#2-2) had biallelic knock-in and five 
clones (#2-1, 2-3, 2-8, 2-9, and 2-11) had monoallelic forward or re-
verse integration of the donor vector (Figure 4C). Direct sequencing 
of the PCR products amplified from the monoallelic knock-in clones 
using primer pair a (Figure 1A) confirmed the presence of indels 
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FIGURE 4: Our novel improved CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in system. (A) Schematic illustration of the improved 
knock-in system. The all-in-one vector peSpCAS9(1.1)-2×sgRNA has a Cas9 with enhanced specificity (eSpCas9) and 
tandem expression cassettes of sgRNAs. The first sgRNA targets the genome; the second one targets the donor vector. 
The universal donor vector pDonor-tBFP-NLS-Neo (Universal) contains an artificial sequence (PITCh-gRNA#3) designed 
by Sakuma et al. (2015). (B) Integration of the donor vector in a mixture of nonisolated cells was confirmed by genomic 
PCR using three sets of primers (Figure 1A). (C) Integration of donor vector in isolated clones was confirmed by 
genomic PCR using three sets of primers. (D) Small indels of nonintegrated alleles in isolated cell lines (#2-1, 2-3, 2-8, 
2-9, 2-11) were confirmed by direct sequencing of PCR products that were amplified using the primer pair a. Red arrows 
indicate 1–base pair insertion. (E) Schematic illustration of the IFT88 locus with the integrated donor vector. (F) Southern 
blot analysis. Genomic DNA from WT RPE1 cells and six IFT88 KO clones indicated were digested with BglII. Southern 
blotting was carried out using a probe for the Neo gene in the donor vector. Approximately 5.5- and 4.2-kbp bands 
were detected when the donor vector was integrated into the IFT88 locus in forward and reverse directions, 
respectively. An asterisk indicates a band of unexpected size.
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genesis. The cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde in phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS) at room temperature for 5 min, 
permeabilized with methanol at −20°C for 5 min, and incubated in 
PBS containing 10% FBS at room temperature for 1 h. The cells were 
then incubated with primary antibodies at room temperature for 1 h, 
washed three times with PBS, and incubated with secondary anti-
bodies at room temperature for 1 h. Coverslips were mounted in 
Mowiol (Calbiochem), and the cells were observed using an Axiovert 
200 M microscope (Carl Zeiss). Merged images of differential inter-
ference and fluorescence were obtained using a confocal laser-scan-
ning microscope (Nikon A1R-MP).

Immunoblotting
RPE1 cells were lysed in lysis buffer (20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-
1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid–KOH, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% 
Triton X-100, and 10% glycerol) containing a protease inhibitor 
cocktail (Nacalai Tesque). After 15 min on ice, the cell lysates were 
centrifuged at 16,100 × g for 15 min at 4°C in a microcentrifuge. 
Proteins (30 µg) in cell lysates were separated by SDS–PAGE and 
electroblotted onto an Immobilon-P transfer membrane (Millipore 
EMD). The membrane was blocked with 5% skimmed milk and incu-
bated sequentially with primary and horseradish peroxidase–conju-
gated secondary antibodies. Detection was carried out using a 
Chemi-Lumi One L Kit (Nacalai Tesque).

Antibodies
The following antibodies were obtained from the indicated vendors: 
monoclonal mouse anti–Ac-tubulin (6-11B-1; Sigma-Aldrich), anti–γ-
tubulin (GTU-88; Sigma-Aldrich), and anti-GFP (JL-8; BD Biosci-
ences); monoclonal rat anti–α-tubulin (YL1/2; Abcam); polyclonal 
rabbit anti-ARL13B (17711-1-AP; Proteintech), anti-IFT88 (13967-1-
AP; Proteintech), and anti-IFT20 (13615-1-AP; Proteintech); Alexa 
Fluor 555–conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG; 
A21429, Invitrogen); Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated goat anti-rabbit 
IgG (A11034; Invitrogen); Alexa Fluor 555–conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG2b (A21147; Invitrogen); Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated 
goat anti-mouse IgG1 (A21240; Invitrogen); DyLight649-conjugated 
goat anti-mouse IgG (115-495-209; Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab-
oratories); and horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary anti-
bodies (115-035-166 and 111-035-144; Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Laboratories).

Southern blotting
The extracted genome DNA was digested with BglII, electropho-
resed on a 0.7% agarose gel., and transferred onto a GeneScreen 
Plus membrane (PerkinElmer) by the alkaline transfer method. A 
DNA fragment covering the neomycin phosphotransferase gene 
was amplified from the donor vector by PCR and labeled using an 
AlkPhos Direct kit (GE Healthcare). Hybridization of the probe was 
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Lumines-
cence generated by a CDP-Star Detection reagent (GE Healthcare) 
was detected using LAS-3000mini (Fuji Film).

(Universal) (Supplemental Figure S2B), has been deposited in Add-
gene (ID 80767). An eSpCas9(1.1)-based expression vector with a 
second sgRNA expression cassette was constructed by inserting the 
PITCh-gRNA #3 sequence into eSpCas9(1.1) (Addgene plasmid 
#71814) by a SLiCE cloning method (Motohashi, 2015). The tandem 
sgRNA expression vector, named peSpCAS9(1.1)-2×sgRNA (Sup-
plemental Figure S2C), has been deposited in Addgene (ID 80768).

Cell culture
hTERT-RPE1 cells (CRL-4000; American Type Cell Collection [ATCC]) 
were grown in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (Nacalai Tesque) supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 0.348% sodium bicarbonate 
at 37°C in 5% CO2.

Establishment of IFT88- and IFT20-KO cell lines
The sgRNA sequences targeting human IFT88 (5′-GGGCCCCTT-
GACTGACTAAG-3′) and IFT20 (5′-GCCTTCAGCCTCTATGGTC-
TGC-3′ and 5′-GTGATGAACTGAACAAGCTGA-3′) were designed 
using CRISPR design (crispr.mit.edu) and CRISPRscan (www.crisprscan 
.org). These sequences were separately inserted into pSpCas9(BB)-
2A-Puro (PX459; Addgene plasmid #48139) and peSpCAS9(1.1)-2 × 
sgRNA. The cleavage activities of these Cas9 vectors were tested as 
described by Mashiko et al. (2013). Briefly, HEK293T cells were co-
transfected with pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) containing the IFT88 
sgRNA and pCAG-EGxxFP containing the IFT88 cDNA. After 48 h 
of transfection, the expression level of EGFP was examined by fluo-
rescence microscopy. Cleavage activities for IFT20 were tested us-
ing pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) containing IFT20 sgRNA and 
pCAG-EGxxFP containing the IFT20 cDNA in the same way.

RPE1 cells grown to ∼3.0 × 105 cells on a 12-well plate were 
transfected with 1 µg of all-in-one vector and 0.25 µg of the donor 
vector using X-tremeGENE9 DNA Transfection Reagent (Roche 
Applied Science) and selected in medium containing G418 
(600 µg/ml) for ∼14 d. Subsequent culturing for ∼14 d was required 
for colony formation. The colonies with nuclear tBFP fluorescence 
were isolated and subjected to extraction of genome DNA using 
MagExtractor Genome (TOYOBO) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. The extracted genome DNA was subjected to PCR us-
ing KOD FX Neo DNA polymerase (TOYOBO) and three sets of 
primers (Supplemental Table S1) to distinguish among the following 
three states of integration of the donor vector: (a) no integration 
with small insertions or deletions (indels), (b) forward integration of 
the donor vector, and (c) reverse integration of the donor vector 
(Figure 1A). The PCR products were treated with Illustra ExoProStar 
(GE Healthcare Life Sciences) to remove unincorporated primers 
and nucleotides. Biallelic disruption of the target gene was con-
firmed by direct sequencing of the PCR products. Comparison of 
the DNA sequences was performed using Geneious Pro (Biomat-
ters). Heteroduplex mobility assay was performed as described by 
Ota et al. (2013).

Rescue experiments
The human IFT88 cDNA was cloned into the pEBMulti-Ble-EGFP 
episomal vector (Wako Pure Chemical Industries). WT and IFT88 KO 
cell lines transfected with pEBMulti-Ble-EGFP or pEBMulti-Ble-
EGFP-IFT88 were selected in medium containing Zeocin (75 µg/ml) 
for ∼7 d. These cells were used for the following immunofluores-
cence and immunoblotting analyses.

Immunofluorescence microscopy
RPE1 cells were incubated in serum-free Opti-MEM (Invitrogen) sup-
plemented with 0.2% bovine serum albumin for 24 h to induce cilio-
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